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he Houthi rebels have been at war with the Yemeni government almost constantly since 2004. In the first six

years, the Houthis fought an increasingly effective guerrilla war in their mountainous home provinces, but

after 2010, they metamorphosed into the most powerful military entity in the country, capturing the three largest

cities in Yemen. The Houthis quickly fielded advanced weapons they had never before controlled, including many of

Iranian origin. The story of how they moved from small-arms ambushes to medium-range ballistic missiles in half a

decade provides a case study of how an ambitious militant group can capture and use a state’s arsenals and benefit

from Iran’s support...
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The Houthis are more than capable of becoming a ‘southern Hezbollah’ on the
Red Sea, a threat that continues to drive the Gulf coalition’s coastal campaign.

To read the full article, download the PDF above or visit the CTC website  (https://ctc.usma.edu/houthi-war-
machine-guerrilla-war-state-capture/) .
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